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1

Motivation

for a

Graphical Description of Processes
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Motivation for a Description of
Processes

like

production processes

human processes

economic processes

social processes

war and peace processes

and so on, including

Measurement Processes
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Motivation

Relations and Correlations

between Signals

are important issues in

modelling and simulation practice,

especially in the field of

Metrology. 
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Motivation

Relations and Correlations

are

mathematical auxiliary means

usually in form of

arithmetic and differential equations.
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Motivation

1.
Definition

Signals
are scientific models of real-world quantities.

Systems
are scientific models of real-world processes.
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Motivation

2.
Constraint

Systems
are considered models of real-world processes.

However, they merely relate dedicated
Signals

qualitatively and quantitatively
by logical and mathematical rules.
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Motivation
2.

Example
mass – damper – spring – process

Differential Equation as a
relation between two quantities:

force f(t) and stroke h(t)

mh(t) ch(t) h(t) f(t) [N]+ + κ = 
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Motivation

3.
Definition

Relations

between time dependent signals of a system

describe the dynamic process.
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Motivation
4.

Definition

Relations
between models of quantities

(signals)

describe and thus assign

Properties
of and to the process

and

Behaviour
of and to the process
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Real Process
(Wiring Diagram)

Motivation
Example
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Real Process
(Wiring Diagram)

Motivation
Example

Abstract System, Model of the Real Process
(Signal Relation Diagram (SRD))
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Motivation

Abstract System, Model of the Real Process
(Signal Relation Diagram (SRD))

Note
All linear, time invariant (LTI) processes

are described by this graphical representation!

Consequence
We look for the basics of such a
Signal Relation Diagram (SRD)

as a convenient description of dynamic processes.
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Motivation

Abstract System, Model of the Real Process
(Signal Relation Diagram (SRD))

Note

Such a model is well defined,
although it always remains

more or less rudimental and incomplete,
by necessity or on purpose. 
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Motivation
Note

The frequently used term
signal "flow" diagram
is misleading indeed:

Nothing flows!

This in contrary to a

wiring diagram in Electronics,
piping diagram in Hydraulics,

free body diagram in Mechanics,
binding diagram in Molecular Modelling,

workflow diagram in Business Process Modelling (BPM),

and so on.
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Motivation

Symbolic visualisation of signals (models of quantities) 
in and around a multivariate system (model of a process)

u(t) input signals
x(t) state (inner) signals
y(t) output signals
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Motivation

Output signals y(t) depend on input signals u(t)

Simplification and Standardisation
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2

The Four Basic Elements
of the

Signal Relation Diagram
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A signal relation diagram uses only four graphical tools, 
visualised by four metaphoric icons (symbols):

• Relation Line, identifying signals

• Connection Circle, connecting signals

• Branch Point, branching signals

• Relation Block, relating signals

Four Basic Elements
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Relation Line

Signals with directing arrow heads.

They symbolise abstract models (signals)
of real-world quantities,

like

physical, chemical, biological, medical,
economical, sociological, psychological,

educational, cultural, etc.
quantities.

Properties
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Relation Line

Properties
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Connection Circle

Relates signals outside the signal relation block,
using the four basic mathematical operations:

linear connection (addition, subtraction)
or

nonlinear connection (multiplication, division). 

Properties
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Connection Circle

Relates signals outside the signal relation block,
using the four basic mathematical operations:

linear connection (addition, subtraction)
or

nonlinear connection (multiplication, division). 

Properties
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Connection Circle
Special type of connection or disconnection of signals:
• Merging two or more scalar signals or vector signals

into one single vector signal.
• Demerging one signal vector

into two or more scalar signals or vector signals.

Properties
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Branch Point

A branch point branches the effect
of a signal into several directions

without changing its qualitative and quantitative character. 
This is unlike a branching of flows of matter and energy

in any type of "wiring" diagram.

Properties
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Relation Block

Arbitrarily many signals, may be related to each other:

• one-to-one,
• one-to-many,
• many-to-one,
• many-to-many.

We describe each relation by a set of mathematical formalisms.
We call such a set model of a process (= system), and visualise it 
graphically by a square or rectangular signal relation block.

Properties
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Relation Block

Never ever are there bidirectional signal relation lines!

Whenever loop, feedback or loading relations arise somewhere, 
they get signal lines of their own with arrows pointing backward.

Properties
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Relation Block

The simplest case is the relation
(transfer, transformation, mapping, dependence)

between one output signal and one input signal
(single input, single output; SISO).

Properties
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Relation Block

• For dynamic systems the solution of an ordinary differential 
equation is notified by integrator blocks (solution blocks).

• Their number match the degree (N) of the differential equation.

• The (N) initial values x(0) at time instant t0 of the
(N) state signals x(t) are indicated at the top of the block.

Properties
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Relation Block

In order to roughly indicate the level of knowledge about 
assumed relations, it is customary to distinguish between

• black,
• grey,
• white

relation blocks.

Properties
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3

Dealing with Signal Relation Blocks
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• Series Connection

• Parallel Connection

• Feedback Connection

Three Types of Block Connections

2 1g g g=

1 2g g g= +

ff

ff fb

g
g

1 g g
=

+
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Example
Model of a Mercury Thermometer

Series Connection

Signal Relation Diagram

Process Diagram
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Example

Definition of the Measurement Error e(t):

Parallel Connection

nomˆ(t( () ) t)t = −y y ye
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Example
Loading a nonideal voltage source

Feedback Connection

Signal Relation Diagram

Process Diagram Loading Diagram
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4

Common Standard Structures
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State Space Description
We often want to arrive at special

canonical structures
on the level of Signal and System Theory.

Most useful are the structures of the State Space Description (SSD)
as models of linear time invariant (LTI) dynamic processes.

The basic set of equations is given in vector-matrix-form by: 
(t) (t) (t)
(t) (t) (t)

= +
= +

x A x Bu
y Cx Du
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Three Types of Measurement Error
• nonideal transfer response behaviour of the measurement paths 

(transfer errors)
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Three Types of Measurement Error
• nonideal transfer response behaviour of the measurement paths 

(transfer errors)

• disturbing quantities and nonideal disturbance paths
(disturbance errors)
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Three Types of Measurement Error
• nonideal transfer response behaviour of the measurement paths 

(transfer errors)

• disturbing quantities and nonideal disturbance paths
(disturbance errors)

• nonideal load paths and loading quantities
(load errors)

yu yv

zu zv

      
= =       
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Three Types of Measurement Error
Factorisation (Decomposition)

in the direction of a canonical structure.

E E
E

E E
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Factorisation (Decomposition)

in the direction of a canonical structure,

here described by the
Redheffer Star Product Matrix 

N E{ , }
   

=   
   

y
G G

v
u

z


MATLAB-Function
"starp"
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1. Series Connection

2. Parallel Connection

3. Feedback Connection

Three connection possibilities for a
Nominal Process MN with its Error Process E
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Model of a Mercury Thermometer
Process Diagram

Signal Relation Diagram

Reconstruction by Inversion –
Measurement Process

Inversion
of the

Relation
Relation
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Reconstruction by Inversion
of the three possible system connections
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5

Conclusion
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Importance of the Signal Relation Diagram

A signal relation diagram (SRD) is an important tool
to visualise complex processes.

Main elements are signals and systems.

Relations (blocks) between signals represent systems.
This is quite a new and straight forward perspective.

Connections and disconnections of systems
create meaningful new structures for different scientific fields.

Basis of all these definitions and procedures is always

Signal and System Theory.
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Importance of the Signal Relation Diagram

Get involved !
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